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Project Case Study ESS.CS.811.GDC01 

Data Center Fuel System Design 
Type 1: Day Tank System  

earth    safe 
Fuel Systems for Critical Power 

. 

General Description:   

The data center operator required fast construction of a fuel system to support 25 generators of 

2MW capacity each.  The facility was organized to allow for 4 sets of generators each serviced by 

a stand-along fuel system.  The generators were located inside the building 2 generators per fire 

protected room.  Each generator is served by an independent day tank of 1000 liter capacity. 

Bulk storage tanks outside and adjacent to the building. 

Challenges: 

Speed: The primary challenge is the speed at which the system was required to be delivered, 

installed, tested, and ready for use.  Earthsafe C900 Master Controllers, C800 Day Tank 

Controllers, and C230 Pump controllers are standard build units that flexible and adaptable for 

the specific operating sequences required by the engineering consultant. 

Integration: The secondary challenge was the testing and integration of all status points into the 

facility wide PMS system using Ethernet connectivity.  The Earthsafe standard integration 

protocol includes sets of standard monitoring points for each system element, allowing for quick 

building and testing of points lists. 
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Operating Sequence Summary: 

The system consists of 4 sets of 4-6 generator day tanks, each serviced by 2 bulk storage tanks 

with FOS-FOR actuated valves, 2 sets of submersible fuel pumps, 2 independent pumped fill 

stations, and 1 overflow receipt tank with duplex pumps.  Each of the day tank, fill station, and 

overflow modules have a C800 controller programmed for the specific application.  There are 2 

master with dual power inputs, operating as a master and slave controller.  Either panel can 

operate and monitor the system independently. 

Special Operating Features: 

1. Dual Control Pump and Valve Controllers.  To allow either Master panel to operate and

monitor bulk tank pumps and valves, specialized control panels are provided to share

the command and status signals from the 2 Master panels which can be on separate

power systems

2. Overflow Receipt Tanks and Pumps:  The system has an overflow day tank and duplex

pump set located in pit to allow gravity overflow or drainage flow from the day tanks, to

be returned to the bulk tanks.  To periodically test the day tank refill cycle, a drain valve

is opened at the day tank to lower the fuel level to the re-fill start.

3. Day Tank Analog Redundancy:  The day tanks are equipped with Earthsafe level

transmitters to provide an analog signal to the day tank controller for tank level and

volume information.  The system displays level, volume, and % full on the day tank

controller, master controller, and the PMS.  The analog signal provides high and low

alarm points that serve as redundant signals to the float level sensors.

4. Pneumercator Level – Leak Integration: The C900 Master Controllers integrate tank level

and leak detection information from the Pneumercator TMS 3000 tank monitor.  The

level and leak information is displayed on the C900 touch screen, and is also

communicated to the facility PMS system.

5. Day Tank Sudden Loss Alarm:  The piping between the day tank and the generator is

single wall piping in a floor trench.  As an additional monitoring point for leaks, if the

generator is idle, and there is a loss of 10 gallons in the day tank, then a fuel loss alarm

is initiated at the day tank panel, the master panel, and the PMS.




